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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the effect of visualization on two Linux
machines, each equipped with different Nvidia GPUs. The study
used: two of Nvidia‘s GPUs (the K5000 and K2200), ParaView 5.3.0
for the visualization processes, and the nvidia monitoring tool in
Linux command line for recording the amount of resources being
used.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The modern world is plagued with a sea of information but not
enough time to navigate through to find the most important details.
This is where large scale visualization is useful, it relays the most
important insights using high resolution images so that all distrac-
tions are eliminated thereby reducing the time spent on reviewing
large databases and eradicating confusions about their key values.
With the movement of data storage to the cloud, large scale data
visualization can be used to foster collaboration in real time. This
possibility gives rise to the need to stream the visualized data in
real-time. The goal of this research was to identify the roadmap to,
the challenges involved in, and the requirements for implement-
ing visualization in the cloud that allows for real-time streaming.
To tackle these rising needs, a collaboration was made with the
Clemson University visualization lab to leverage their resources
and expertise on the subject matter. The methodologies applied
were split into two: hands-on experiments and systematic literature
study.
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2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Understanding how computer components affect visualization, fo-
cusing on GPUs because they are vital to the visualization process.

3 PURPOSE OF STUDY
ParaView loads datasets using the CPU of the local machine and
resorts to the GPU when processing data interactivity such as
filter applications. The aim of the research is to study different
visualization factors and their relationship to performance such
as resolution and compute time. In other words, understanding
resource usage on different GPUs and the Palmetto Cluster.

3.1 Research Questions
The following questions will be addressed through this research:
What technology is currently available? What are the roadmap,
needs, and challenges of cloud visualization? Are there any software
or hardware compatibility issues? What is the difference between
running on a CPU vs on a GPU?

• What technology is currently available?
For this research, we focused on the two Nvidia GPUs that
were already installed on the Linux machines in the visu-
alization lab. Their features can be seen in table 2 below.
Both machines that were used for this study had x64 ubuntu
16.04 LTS installed on them. However, in addition to their
different GPUs, they had different memory, disk, and proces-
sor capabilities (table 1 shows both machines‘ setup side by
side).

• What are the roadmap, needs, and challenges of cloud visu-
alization?
Figure 1 depicts the applied roadmap for cloud visualization.
The connectivity between the machines and the Palmetto
Cluster which served as the cloud infrastructure in our study
is illustrated for a more comprehensive approach. One of the
issues encountered with the cluster during the study was
the inability to successfully load larger datasets in GB due to
a system upgrade that was completed just before the study
commenced. The largest file that was successfully loaded
and was used for the test was 11.9MB.

• Are there any software or hardware compatibility issues?
Due to the limitations with the Palmetto Cluster, a switch
was made midway through the study to an IBM Power8 but
the Power8 did not possess drivers that support OpenGL,
thus, testing was moved back to Palmetto. According to
an IBM representative, a driver that supports openGL is
expected to be released by the end of July 2017.
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Figure 1: Client/Server Connectivity Setup

• What is the difference between running on a CPU vs on a
GPU?
ParaView is a resource-intensive visualization tool, thus it
is favorable to run it on a device that has a GPU since un-
like CPUs, GPUs perform better with such programs. For
instance, Paraview was run on a Windows 10 laptop with a
4GB RAM and an AMD E2-1800 processor (a CPU). Not only
did it slow down the PC to a crawl but it also crashed when
a filter was applied.

The research hypotheses are:
• An increase in dataset size which equals an increase in re-
source usage will lead to an increase in GPU memory usage
and compute time.

• Understanding how GPU resource is used will help in deter-
mining what GPU can be used to reduce compute time.

4 METHODOLOGY
As previously stated, the methodologies for this research will be
split into two categories: measurement experiments and literature
review.

4.1 Measurement Experiments
This portion of the research will focus on how ParaView can be
used to setup a visualization environment and streaming. Due to
the demanding nature of media,the initial plan was to take mea-
surements to establish a memory, speed, and load time benchmark.
However, due to challenges faced and the limited time for the study,
the test paid the most attention to memory use. Two Linux Desk-
tops and the Palmetto Cluster were used for testing purposes. One
of the Linux PCs was equipped with an Nvidia K2200 GPU while
the other had an Nvidia k5000. The Palmetto cluster took care of
the heavy lifting such as the computation and then streamed the
rendered images to both clients. Measurements were taken on all
devices to have a complete overview of the resources being affected
on all ends.

Table 1 shows both Clients’ resources side by side.

4.2 Literature Review
Prior to the project commencement and through the course of
the project, pre-existing literary content were reviewed for better
concept understanding and for discovering the best technology to

be implemented for a successful outcome. One of such papers that
were reviewed was by Cherkasova and Staley [2] and it detailed
their streaming benchmark study for a media sever in a utility
data center. This paper helped with picturing one of the end goals
because their setup is similar to future proceedings of this project
as the lab hopes to be able to increase collaboration by streaming
multiple instances of interactive ParaView sessions in real-time.

5 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
A Pre-collected dataset from the protein data bank [1] was used in
the experiments, ParaView was used to visualize the dataset, and
pvserver to stream from the server to the client. The mindset at
the beginning of this research was to find at least one application
that will be used in measuring the capacities of the GPUs on the
client and the server nodes while ParaView is being run and in-
teracted with. However, it was soon discovered that there was no
readily available application-specific benchmark software. Majority
of what was found were geared towards holistic system bench-
mark tests as against specific processes. An example, is the Heaven
Benchmark tool [9]. The papers that addressed our approach, stated
the use of proprietary software such as the Yahoo YCSB [3] [10] to
successfully measure process-specific resource usage. Based on this
discovery, the Nvidia monitoring tool[4] in the Linux command
line was used to extract the required information. “By default, the
monitoring data for each process includes the pid, command name
and average utilization values for SM, Memory, Encoder and De-
coder since the last monitoring cycle.”[4] 1
It should be noted that the tests were not run simultaneously on
both machines, however, the measurements were. That is, the tests
were completed on one client before moving to the other, but the
Nvidia monitoring tool was run on a client and the server simultane-
ously during the streaming portion of the study. The tests involved
applying different filters, mapped variables, and representations
to a protein dataset in ParaView (Figure 2 shows the visualization
pipeline in ParaView)[6].

• Data Analysis: data is prepared for visualization.
• Filtering: filters are used to select what portion of the data
would be visualied.

• Mapping: geometric primitives (such as points, lines) and
their attributes (e.g., color, position, size) are applied to the
data.

• Rendering: geometric data becomes image data.
Readings were taken every second for each change (started at the ap-
plication of a filter, mapped variable, or representation, and stopped
at the end of each application) and again as a continued test without
breaks. To ensure only the resources used by ParaView were used
in interpreting findings, the GPU to be measured was specified
in the Nvidia command and the Linux grep command was used
to extract only the ParaView process readings. These precautions
were applied on both the clients and the server.

6 INITIAL FINDINGS
• Application-specific benchmarking software is currently un-
available for public use

1SM stands for streaming multiprocessor which contains the GPU cores. sm% shows
how much of the GPUs multiprocessors are being used at a time.
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Feature K2200 Client K5000 Client
Operating System x64 Ubuntu 16.04 LTS x64 Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
Memory 62.8 GiB 15.6 GiB
Processor Intel Core i7-5960x CPU @ 3.00GHz x 16 Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2603 @ 1.80GHz x 4
Graphics Quadro K2200/PCIe/SSE2 Quadro K5000/PCIe/SSE2 l
Disk 168.6 GB 44.9 GB

Table 1: Client Resources

Figure 2: ParaView Visualization Pipeline
[6]

Feature K2200 K5000
GPU Memory 4GB 4GB
Memory Interface 128 bit 256 bit
Memory Bandwidth 80 GB/s 173 GB/s
Nvidia CUDA Cores 640 1536 parallel
Diver Version 375.66 370.28

Table 2: GPU Specifications

• Different ParaView versions offer different filter values
• Specific filter (Point Gaussian) causes latency in ParaView
• Cannot load large files on client with K5000 and server (small-
est GB dataset tried was 3.5GB)

• K2200 client can load large files and apply filters but with
noticeable lag time

• Palmetto reduced the latency when applying changes but
had no effect on the sm% and mem% use

Table 2 shows the GPU specifications side by side.[7] [8]

7 TEST PROCESS
The 5x8p-pdb-bundle (11.9MB) from the RCSB Protein Data Bank
was used for the measurement experiments.
Mapped Variables and Representations applied include:

• Mapped Variables: rgb colors, Chain, atom types
• Representations: 3D Glyphs, Point Gaussian, and Surface
• Zoomed in and out (slower with point gaussian)

Filters applied were: Slice, Clip, Contour, Group Datasets, and
Stream Tracer.

8 LIMITATIONS
Some limitations experienced by the study include: inability of
the client with the K5000 GPU and server to load datasets larger
than that used for the study, and an 8-week time constraint. Also,
the default open source driver used by Ubuntu for Nvidia GPUs,
Nouveau, lacks adequate support for 3D acceleration in newer
Nvidia cards.[5]
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Figure 3: Continuous Test on K5000 with no Breaks
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Figure 4: Continuous Test on K2200 with no Breaks

9 RESULTS
In all but one of the non-continuous tests (contour filter + zoom in
and out), the K5000 attained a higher sm% than the K2200. Similarly,
except for the Point Gaussian representation and the contour filter,
the K2200 recorded less mem%. One observation that stood out
throughout the research period was that the K2200 was faster in
processing the changes than the K5000 was. This discovery was
unexpected due to the more favorable features of the K5000 over the
K2200. Figure 3 shows the sm% and mem% reading on the K5000
GPUs for the test without breaks. Figure 4 shows the sm% and
mem% reading on the K2200 GPUs for the test without breaks.
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10 CONCLUSION
Based on the results from the study, it can be inferred that a GPU‘s
memory and core capabilities should not be solely relied on for
determining its ability to implement visualization of large datasets.
Administators should also factor in available driver support. Future
work include: using Nvidia drivers (instead of the default open
source Nouveau drivers used by Ubuntu) to test for improved per-
formance, and improving the real-time collaboration on, and the
availability of streamed media (which are usually resource inten-
sive) stored in the cloud on mobile devices and eventually virtual
reality gears.
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